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CONTROL TECHNIQUES AND POWER FACTOR CORRECTION1
METHODS: A REVIEW2
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Abstract.4

The ratio of real power flowing into the load to the apparent power in a circuit is referred to as the5
power factor (PF). It has no unit as its values lie between 0 and 1. Power factor improvement leads to a6
reduction in apparent power drawn from the ac source which in turn saves energy and minimizes the7
transmission losses. This paper discusses various methods that can be used to correct power factor as well as the8
various control measures for power factor. The correction methods include distributed power factor correction,9
group power factor correction, centralized power factor correction, combined power factor correction and10
automatic power factor correction. Distributed power factor correction is applicable to large electrical11
equipment with constant load and power with long connection times. Combined power factor correction is the12
hybrid between a distributed and a centralized correction method. Peak current control technique makes use of13
constant switching frequency even though, the presence of sub-harmonic oscillations at duty cycle greater than14
50% is a disadvantage. The presence of constant switching frequency and better input current waveforms are15
some of the applications of average current control. The fact that a current error amplifier is needed and its16
compensation network design must be taken into account for different converter operating points during the line17
cycle is a limitation to the strategy. In the discontinuous current pulse width modulation (PWM) control, the18
internal current loop is completely eliminated so that the switch is at constant frequency. This research paper19
forms a basis for power system planning as it assists in recommending the appropriate and adequate20
technique(s) for correcting and controlling the pf of the factory.21

Keywords: Power factor correction, Control techniques, Capacitor bank, Compensation system, Peak current22
control, Communication noises, Hysterisis control.23

1. Introduction24
Power factor (PF) is defined as the ratio of the real power (P) to apparent power (S), or cosine of the25

phase angle between the current and voltage waveforms i.e.26
PF = Real Power / Apparent Power27

(1)28
Where; Real power produces real work; this is the energy transfer component while apparent power is29
considered the total power that the power company supplies.30

The overall power is the power supplied through the power mains to produce the required amount of31
real power. A high power factor is generally desirable in a power system to reduce system losses and improve32
voltage regulation at the load. In most cases desirable to adjust the power factor of a system to near 1.0.33
However, increased use of non-linear loads such as televisions, computers, faxes, adjustable speed drives have34
increased the harmonic distortion level in the system. Increased harmonic distortion results in voltage distortion,35
low efficiency and poor power quality which in turn reduces the reliability and causes deregulation of the power36
system. Therefore it necessary to improve the power factor (quality) of the supply system so that the electrical37
equipment operates correctly and reliably without being damaged or stressed and to increase the efficiency of38
supply system [2].39

When reactive elements supply or absorb reactive power near the load, the apparent power reduced40
thus power factor correction (PFC) is applied by an electric power utility to improve the stability and efficiency41
of the power network. Electrical customers who are charged by their utility for low power factor may install42
correction equipment to reduce those costs. PFC is a technique that promotes efficient energy consumption from43
the power grid. PFC is employed inside common electrical and electronic equipment that are powered from the44
ac outlet, also it enables the equipment to maximize the active power drawn and minimizes the reactive power45
drawn from the ac outlet. PFC reduces the harmonics in the system currents, reduce customer’s utility bill and46
hence increases the efficiency and capacity of power systems. PFC systems make a major contribution to47
achieving energy efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions and are thus an indispensable component of modern48
electrical installations [[1], [3]].49

Many methods have been proposed to improve power factor which can be categorized as passive and50
active methods. Passive power factor correction methods involve shaping of line current using passive elements51
such as inductor, capacitor while active power factor correction methods involve shaping of line current using52
semiconductor switches such as metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) and IGBTs [9].53
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Passive methods of power factor correction have some advantages such as simplicity, reliability and54
ruggedness, insensitivity to noise and surges and no switching losses. They possess a poor dynamic response,55
lack of voltage regulation, sensitive to changes in load. Hence for low power applications (less than 50 W)56
passive methods are preferred and for high power applications (above 50W) active methods are preferred57
because of the following [[5], [6], [10]]:58

i. Close to Unity Power Factor (UPC) operation.59
ii. Less than 10 % Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in line current60

iii. Reduced number of feedback signals for controller implementation61
62

2. Power Factor Correction techniques:63
These are the strategies employed to adjust and vary the power flowing in a typical load in power systems.64

The essence of such is to ensure an optimal performance of plant. These correction technologies include the65
following [[11], [1`3]]:66

i. Automatic power factor correction67
ii. Centralized power factor correction68

iii. Combined power factor correction69
iv. Distributed power factor correction70
v. Group power factor correction71

72
a. Automatic Power factor correction:73

In this technique, there is no constant absorption of reactive power due to working cycles for which74
machines with different electrical characteristics are used. In such installations, there are systems for automatic75
power factor correction which allow the automatic switching of different capacitor banks, thus following the76
variations of the absorbed reactive power and keeping the power of the installation constant.77

An automatic compensation system is formed by [10]:78
i. A set of sensors directing current and voltage signals.79

ii. An intelligent unit which compares the measured power factor with the desired one and operates the80
connection and disconnection of capacitor banks with the necessary reactive power (power factor81
regulator).82

iii. Electric power board comprising switching and protection devices and capacitor banks.83
84

b. Centralized power factor correction:85
In this technique, not all loads function simultaneously since there is load shedding as some loads are86

connected for just few hours a day. It is now obvious that even though, this is an economic advantage and it is87
inefficient since many of the installed capacitor stay idle for a period of time. The consequence of this is the use88
of compensation systems located at the origin of the installation which allows a remarkable reduction of the total89
power of the installed capacitors. This leads to optimization cost of the capacitor bank, leading to the absorption90
of full reactive power by the loads connected to the distribution lines.91

c. Combined power factor correction:92
The approach is a hybrid of distributed and centralized power factor correction and it utilizes the93

advantages they offer. In the distributed compensation, it is used for high power electrical equipment and the94
centralized technique is used for the remaining part. Combined power factor correction is used in installations95
where large equipment is frequently used. In this situation, the power factor is corrected individually and the96
power factor of small equipment is corrected by the centralized technique [[12], [14]].97

d. Distributed power factor correction:98
When a properly sized capacitor bank is connected directly to the terminals of a load that needs99

reactive power, distributed PF correction is obtained. The installation is easy and they are usually inexpensive;100
capacitor and load can use the same protective devices against over currents and are connected and disconnected101
simultaneously. This type of power factor correction has a wide application in the case of large electrical102
equipment with constant load and power with long connection times and it is generally applicable to motors and103
florescent lamps.104

e. Group power factor correction:105
By installing a dedicated capacitor bank, the power loads having similar functioning characteristics can106

be improved. A compromise is reached between the inexpensive solution and the proper management of the107
installation since the benefits of the power factor is as a result of the location of the capacitor bank.108
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3. Power Factor Control Techniques:109
To operate converter as power factor corrector, a PFC circuit is required to maintain a dc output voltage of110

constant value and also maintains input current wave shape as pure sinusoidal. In order to obtain a constant dc111
output voltage, a voltage control loop is used to ensure that the input power from ac side is equal to output112
power demand plus losses. The voltage control loop senses the output voltage, increases the current drawn from113
line. However, a voltage control loop cannot shape the current drawn from the input or the current through the114
inductor. It can only decide the amplitude of the full wave rectified current wave that is to be made to flow115
through the inductor. In order to shape the inductor current as a full wave rectified wave, a control current loop116
is used.117
Thus, in power factor control techniques there is:118

i. Outer voltage loop which monitors output voltage and decides the amplitude of full wave rectified119
current that should flow through the inductor and120

ii. An inner current loop which shapes the inductor current.121
122

a. Voltage Control Loop:123
In this case, the output dc is sensed and compared with a set reference in the error amplifier. The124

amplified error is converted into current reference waveform by multiplying it with a waveform template,125
which represents the desired current wave shape in the boost inductor. This desired shape is that of full126
wave rectified shape and is readily available at the output of the rectifier bridge. The reference current127
waveform is then given to the pre-regulator block. The pre-regulator block consists of the boost switch,128
boost inductor and the current control loop. The current control loop monitors the actual inductor current129
and compares it with the reference current. It makes the inductor current to track the reference current wave130
generated by the voltage control loop with minimum tracking error. In case of variations in the input line131
voltage, the amplitude of the waveform template also changes which in turn changes the output voltage.132
The main disadvantage of this technique is that in case of load throw off, the output voltage rises to a very133
high value which may damage the load and the PFC, since the output voltage rise is sensed slowly by the134
feedback system due to its low bandwidth. It is difficult to bring down the capacitor voltage once it rises to135
a very high value due to the unilateral flow of current [4].136

b. Current Control technique:137
There are five current control methods for power factor correction in order to monitor the inductor current138

and to track the desired wave shape. This includes peak current control, average current control, hysteresis139
current control, borderline current control and discontinuous current control [8].140

i. Peak current control:141
In this technique, the switch is turned on the constant frequency by a clock signal, and is turned off142

when the sum of the positive ramp of the indicator current (i.e the switch current) and an external ramp143
(compensating ramp) attains the sinusoidal current reference. This reference is usually obtained by multiplying a144
sealed replica of the rectified line voltage times the output of the voltage error amplifier which sets the current145
reference amplitude. In this way, the reference signal is naturally synchronized and always proportional to the146
line voltage, which is the condition for attaining unity power factor [7].147
Merits: This control technique offers the following merits:148
 Constant switching frequency149
 Only the switch current must be sensed and this can be accomplished by a current transformer, thus150

avoiding the losses due to the sensing resistor151
 No need of current error amplifier and its compensation network152
 Possibility of a true switch current limiter153

154
Demerits: The demerits include the following:-155
 Presence of subharmonic oscillation at duty cycles greater than 50%.156
 Input current distortion which increases at high line voltages and light load and is worsened by the157

compensation ramp.158
 Control more sensitive to communication noises.159

By changing the current reference wave shape, for example introducing a soft clamp, the input current160
distortion can be reduced. Moreover, if the PFC is not intended for universal input operation, duty-cycle can be161
kept below 50% thereby avoiding the compensation ramp. Available commercial IC’s for the peak current162
control are the ML4812 (Micro Linear) and TK84812 (Toko) [[2], [5]].163

ii. Average current control164
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In most of the power electronic converter applications the output variable is the voltage and is involved165
in the outer loop. The variable within the inner loop is current, this is the reason this technique is called average166
current control technique. The average current control interleaved boost PFC converter is designed to operate in167
continuous current mode (CCM) and transit to discontinuous current mode (DCM) when the load becomes light.168
Average current control method which allows a better input current waveform, is the average current control.169
Here the inductor current is sensed and filtered by a current error amplifier whose output drives a PWM170
modulator. In this the inner current loop tends to minimize the error between the average input current ig and its171
reference. Figure 1 shows the main circuit and control block diagram of the average current control converter172
which uses voltage control loop and current control loop [5].173

174

175
Figures 1: Control circuit for average current control176

Merits: The following are some of the merits:-177
 Constant switching frequency;178
 No need of compensation ramp;179
 Control is less sensitive to commutation noises, due to current filtering;180
 Better input current waveforms than for the peak current control since, near the zero crossing of181

the line voltage, the duty cycle is close to one, so reducing the dead angle in the input current.182
Demerits: The shortcomings of this technique include the followings:-183

1. Inductor current must be sensed;184
2. A current error amplifier is needed and its compensation network design must take in to account the185

different converter operating points during the line cycle.186
187

iii. Hysteresis Current Control188
Out of the various control methods, hysteresis current control is the extensively used technique owing189

to its noncomplex implementation, enhanced system stability, fast response, less distortion in input current190
waveform and regulating the output voltage. This technique is believed to exhibit greater stability. According to191
this control technique, when the inductance current is less than the lower current reference, two sinusoidal192
current references are generated, one for the peak and the other for the value of the induction current. According193
to this control technique, the switch is turned on when the inductor current goes above the upper reference194
giving rise to a variable frequency control. The main circuit and control block diagram of hysteresis current195
control is show in Figure 2.196
Merits: Some of the merits of this control technique are as follows:197
 No need of compensation ramp.198
 Low distorted input current waveforms.199

Demerits: The demerits include the following:-200
 Variable switching frequency;201
 Inductor current must be sensed;202
 Control sensitivity to commutation noise.203
In order to avoid too high switching frequency, the switch can be kept opened near the zero crossing of the204

line voltage so introducing dead times in the line current. A control IC which implements this control technique205
is the CS3810 [6].206
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207

Figure 2: Control circuit for hysteresis control208

iv. Borderline Control209
In this control approach, the switch on-time is held constant during the line cycle and the switch is210

turned on when the inductor current falls to zero. At this instance, the converter operates at the boundary211
between continuous and discontinuous induction current mode. In this way, freewheeling-diode is turned off212
softly (no recovery losses) and the switch is turned on at zero current, hence the commutation losses are213
reduced.214

The instantaneous input current is constituted by a sequence of triangles whose peaks are proportional215
to the line voltage. Thus, the average input current becomes proportional to the line current. This characterizes216
this control as an automatic current shaper technique [2].217
Merits:218
 No need of a compensation ramp;219
 No need of a current error amplifier;220

Demerits:221
 Variable switching frequency;222
 Voltage must be sensed in order to detect the zeroing of the inductor current;223
 For controllers in which the switch current is sensed, control is sensitive to commutation noise.224

225
v. Discontinuous Current Control226

This control technique allows unity power factor when used with converter topologies like fly back227
with the converter working in discontinuous condition mode (DCM). In addition, with the boost PFC this228
technique causes some harmonic distortion in the line current.229
Merits: The following are some of the merits of the technique:-230
 Constant switching frequency;231
 No need of current sensing;232
 Simple PWM control;233

Demerits: The demerits include the following:234
 Higher device current stress than for borderline control;235
 Input current distortion with boost topology.236
A control IC specifically developed for this type of control is the ML4813 (Micro Linear).237

238

c. Non-linear Carrier Control:239
Nonlinear carrier controllers are employed for high power factor boost rectifiers with low total240

harmonic distortion. In this type of controllers, the duty ratio is determined by comparing a signal derived from241
the main switch current with a periodic nonlinear carrier waveform. This technique is desirable for boost242
converters operating in the continuous conduction mode. The controller obtains the duty ratio in each switching243
period from the comparison of the negative ramp carrier waveform and the sensed inductor current signal as244
shown in Figure 3. The input voltage sensor, the error amplifier in the current feedback loop and the multiplier245
as used in the other control techniques are not required [[5], [8], [12]].246

247
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248

Figure 3: Control circuit for non-linear current control249

4. Conclusion250
A comprehensive review of control techniques and PFC methods has been presented. The251

correction methods include distributed PFC, group PFC, centralized PFC, combine PFC and automatic252
PFC. In automatic PFC, there is no constant absorption of reactive power owing to working cycle for253
which machines with different electrical characteristics are used. There is load shedding in centralized254
PFC because not all loads function simultaneously. The combined PFC is a hybrid of distributed and255
centralized PFC. Distributed PFC is achieved when a correctly sized capacitor bank is directly256
connected to the terminals of a load that needs reactive power. PF control techniques include the257
voltage control loop, current control technique and non-linear carrier control.258

The research paper provides a basis for power system planning in order to recommend259
appropriate and adequate PF techniques and controls for the power plants.260

261
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